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ABSTRACT: Organic electronic materials have the potential to impact
almost every aspect of modern life including how we access information,
light our homes, and power personal electronics. Nevertheless, weak
intermolecular interactions and disorder at junctions of diﬀerent organic
materials limit the performance and stability of organic interfaces and
hence the applicability of organic semiconductors to electronic devices.
Here, we demonstrate control of donor−acceptor heterojunctions through
microphase-separated conjugated block copolymers. When utilized as the
active layer of photovoltaic cells, block copolymer-based devices
demonstrate eﬃcient photoconversion well beyond devices composed of
homopolymer blends. The 3% block copolymer device eﬃciencies are achieved without the use of a fullerene acceptor. X-ray
scattering results reveal that the remarkable performance of block copolymer solar cells is due to self-assembly into mesoscale
lamellar morphologies with primarily face-on crystallite orientations. Conjugated block copolymers thus provide a pathway to
enhance performance in excitonic solar cells through control of donor−acceptor interfaces.
KEYWORDS: Self-assembly, organic solar cells, all-conjugated block copolymers, RSOXS, GIWAXS
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assembly of block copolymers into mesoscale (5−500 nm)
well-ordered morphologies where interfaces are governed by
moieties near the junction between blocks13,14 is ideal for the
active layer of organic solar cells. While several examples of
block copolymers with donor and acceptor blocks have been
reported, the majority contain a nonconjugated insulating
backbone in at least one polymer block and consequently do
not directly control donor/acceptor interfaces.15−20 Recent
work has demonstrated signiﬁcant progress in the design,
synthesis, and characterization of fully conjugated block
copolymers,21−23 but it remains a challenge to achieve eﬃcient
charge photogeneration in photovoltaic device architectures.
We demonstrate that poly(3-hexylthiophene)−block−poly((9,9-dioctylﬂuorene)-2,7-diyl-alt-[4,7-bis(thiophen-5-yl)-2,1,3benzothiadiazole]-2′,2″-diyl) (P3HT-b-PFTBT) block copolymers can be utilized as the active layer for eﬃcient photovoltaic
device operation. These block copolymers self-assemble to
form in-plane lamellar morphologies with alternating electron
donor and acceptor domains and a dominant face-on
orientation in the crystalline P3HT block. Even without the

xcitonic photovoltaics are a class of devices where donor−
acceptor interfaces are critical for photogeneration of
charges and eﬃcient device performance.1−4 In contrast to
many inorganic semiconductors where optical excitations
generate delocalized free charge carriers, current generation in
organic photovoltaics depends on dissociation of tightly bound
charge transfer states near donor−acceptor interfaces. For
instance, a recent model by Giebink et al. suggests that tuning
the electronic coupling at donor/acceptor interfaces is crucial
to minimizing the recombination rate of charge transfer states
while maintaining yields of exciton dissociation near unity.5 It
follows that tuning the chemical structure and local order at
organic heterojunctions is a requirement to access the full
potential of organic solar cell materials. Unfortunately, organic
solar cells rely on kinetically trapped, partially phase-separated
structures of donor/acceptor mixtures to create a high surface
area for exciton dissociation and networks of bicontinuous
phases for charge extraction.6−12 As a consequence, molecular
control of the interface in state-of-the-art organic photovoltaics
is nearly impossible.
Microphase-separated block copolymers comprised of
electron donor and electron acceptor polymers can address
many of the current challenges in morphology and interfacial
structure control for photovoltaics. The equilibrium self© 2013 American Chemical Society
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use of fullerene, we obtain eﬃciencies near 3%, remarkable
open-circuit voltages of 1.2 V, and short-circuit currents above
5 mA/cm2 from block copolymer devices. These results
demonstrate that conjugated block copolymers are a viable
strategy for morphology and interfacial control for high
performance organic solar cells.
The structure of P3HT, PFTBT, and P3HT-b-PFTBT are
shown in Figure 1a. P3HT-b-PFTBT is roughly symmetric in
composition with 56 wt % P3HT and a total weight-averaged
molecular weight of 29 kg/mol. The energy levels of PFTBT as
an electron acceptor are well aligned with those of P3HT as an
electron donor, such that the diﬀerence between the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital of PFTBT (∼ 3.5 eV)24 and the
highest occupied molecular orbital of P3HT (∼ 4.9 eV)25 can
yield open-circuit voltages above 1 V. High open-circuit
voltages have indeed been demonstrated for solar cells where
the active layer is comprised of blends of P3HT and other
dioctylﬂuorene bisthienyl-benzothiadiazole alternating copolymers,25 ternary blends composed of similar conjugated block
copolymers as P3HT-b-PFTBT with donor and acceptor
homopolymers,26 or polymer blends with ﬂuorene benzothiadiazole alternating copolymers as acceptor molecules.27−29
Solar cell devices with P3HT/PFTBT blends as active layers
are compared with devices comprised of P3HT-b-PFTBT block
copolymers in Figure 1b. All devices have an active layer
thickness of 60−70 nm and were thermally annealed after
deposition of the cathode (Al). As shown in Table 1, devices
made from P3HT/PFTBT blends exhibit a maximum power
conversion eﬃciency of 1.0%, which is comparable to the
performance reported previously for devices that utilize blends
of P3HT and PFTBT-based polymers as the active layer.25
Solar cells made from P3HT/PFTBT blends are optimized at
1:2 weight ratios of P3HT/PFTBT after annealing at 100 °C
for 20 min. Longer annealing times or higher annealing
temperatures lead to a drop in performance, potentially due to
macroscopic phase separation.
If the active layer is comprised of P3HT-b-PFTBT block
copolymers, devices yield average eﬃciencies of 1.5% under
annealing conditions optimal for polymer blend devices (100
°C for 20 min) and higher eﬃciencies of around 1.7% with an
extended annealing time of 90 min at 100 °C (Table 1).
Optimal performance, however, is achieved at higher annealing
temperatures. After annealing for 10 min at 165 °C, average
power conversion eﬃciencies of 2.7 ± 0.4% with short-circuit
currents (Jsc) of 5.0 ± 0.3 mA/cm2, open-circuit voltages (Voc)
of 1.14 ± 0.08 V and ﬁll factors of 0.45 ± 0.02 were measured
for devices under simulated solar conditions made from block
copolymers. The nearly 3-fold increase in device performance
with respect to optimized devices comprised of polymer blends
is due to enhancements of the short-circuit currents and ﬁll
factors. Nevertheless, ﬁll factors in all of our devices do not
exceed 0.5, a result of the inﬂection point near open-circuit
conditions visible in the current−voltage characteristics shown
in Figure 1. We attribute the presence of an inﬂection point to
problems in charge extraction due to either an imbalance in
charge transport or accumulation of charge at an interface.30,31
As shown in Table 2, the best overall eﬃciency among our
devices was recorded at 3.1% with an open-circuit voltage of
1.23 V. This device performance is remarkable for solar cells
based on donor−acceptor block copolymers15−17,32,33 and for
nonfullerene solution-processed organic solar cells.34−37
The absorption spectrum of pristine P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlms
and external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) of P3HT-b-PFTBT

Figure 1. Photovoltaic device performances of block copolymer
P3HT-b-PFTBT and polymer blend P3HT/PFTBT solar cells at
diﬀerent annealing temperatures. (a) Chemical structures of P3HT-bPFTBT, PFTBT, and P3HT. (b) Current−voltage characteristics of
P3HT/PFTBT (1:2 by mass) and P3HT-b-PFTBT photovoltaic
devices annealed at 100 °C for 20 min and 165 °C for 10 min,
respectively. P3HT/PFTBT solar cells are optimized at 100 °C for 20
min, while P3HT-b-PFTBT devices are optimized at 165 °C for 10
min. Devices were measured under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation
with intensity of 97 mW/cm2. (c) UV−visible absorption spectrum of
a P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlm and EQE characteristics of a P3HT-b-PFTBT
solar cell annealed at optimized conditions (165 °C for 10 min).

devices annealed at 165 °C are shown in Figure 1c. The
absorption proﬁles of P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlms preserve the
features of the constituent homopolymers and a similar optical
bandgap (∼2 eV) as P3HT is deduced from the absorption
edge (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Optimized
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Table 1. Device Characteristicsa of P3HT/PFTBT Blend
and P3HT-b-PFTBT Block Copolymer Solar Cells at
Diﬀerent Annealing Conditions

100 °C 20 min
polymer blend
165 °C 10 min
polymer blend
100 °C 20 min
block
copolymer
100 °C 90 min
block
copolymer
165 °C 10 min
block
copolymer
a

eﬃciency
(%)

short-circuit
current
(mA/cm2)

open-circuit
voltage (V)

ﬁll factor

1.0 ± 0.1

2.6 ± 0.3

1.22 ± 0.02

0.33 ± 0.02

0.5 ± 0.1

1.0 ± 0.1

1.16 ± 0.03

0.42 ± 0.02

1.5 ± 0.1

3.7 ± 0.2

1.13 ± 0.04

0.35 ± 0.01

1.7 ± 0.1

4.1 ± 0.1

1.14 ± 0.02

0.35 ± 0.01

2.7 ± 0.4

5.0 ± 0.3

1.14 ± 0.08

0.45 ± 0.02

Under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation with intensity of 97 mW/cm2.

Table 2. Device Characteristicsa of P3HT/PFTBT Polymer
Blend and P3HT-b-PFTBT Block Copolymer Solar Cells
with Highest Eﬃciencies

best device, block
copolymer
best device, blend
a

eﬃciency
(%)

short-circuit
current (mA/cm2)

open-circuit
voltage (V)

ﬁll
factor

3.1

5.2

1.23

0.47

1.1

2.9

1.22

0.30

Under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation with intensity of 97 mW/cm2.
Figure 2. Comparison of the morphology in the active layers of
optimized P3HT-b-PFTBT and P3HT/PFTBT photovoltaic devices
using RSOXS. RSOXS data were acquired at the carbon absorption
edge (285.4 eV) of a P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlm annealed at 165 °C and a
P3HT/PFTBT (1:2 by mass) blend annealed at 100 °C. RSOXS
intensities are oﬀset for clarity. Scattering data are presented as a
Kratky plot of I(q)q2 vs q, where I(q) is the scattering intensity and q is
the scattering vector. In optimized P3HT-b-PFTBT samples, a welldeﬁned primary peak, q* (∼0.035 Å−1), and second-order reﬂection,
2q*, are identiﬁed. Schematic illustration of the lamellar morphology is
shown in the inset with the average domain spacing indicated as d.

block copolymer devices display relatively high photoconversion eﬃciencies over a broad range of wavelengths (namely
350−610 nm) with EQE values of 20−35%, which are
signiﬁcant for thin-ﬁlm photovoltaics based on only polymeric
materials. Interestingly, an EQE value of 31% was recorded at
400 nm where the exciton generation is mostly attributed to the
optical absorption of PFTBT, suggesting eﬃcient exciton
dissociation from photoexcitations in the acceptor domains.
Integrating the EQE results predicts a Jsc of 4.7 mA/cm2 with
an AM 1.5G reference spectrum. This is consistent with a
measured Jsc of 5.0 mA/cm2 under AM 1.5G simulated solar
conditions for the same device (∼5% error). We attribute the
small discrepancy to degradation in air, as EQE measurements
took place in ambient. Indeed, devices that have undergone
EQE measurements exhibit reduced Jsc’s (<4 mA/cm2) when
tested under 1 sun conditions in a N2 atmosphere.
Resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSOXS) and grazingincidence X-ray scattering measurements were carried out to
elucidate the basis for the enhanced performance of block
copolymer devices compared to devices made from polymer
blends. RSOXS is a powerful tool for characterizing the phase
separation in polymer thin ﬁlms with limited phase contrast or
in complicated multiphase systems.38−41 Diﬀerences in the core
electronic transitions of organic materials in the soft X-ray
regime greatly enhance scattered intensities over hard X-ray
scattering, enabling transmission X-ray scattering experiments
of thin polymer ﬁlms. As shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting
Information, the X-ray absorptions of P3HT and PFTBT diﬀer
at 285.4 eV, which enables RSOXS experiments.
Figure 2 presents RSOXS intensities as a function of
scattering vector, q (q = 4π sin(θ/2)/λ, λ is the X-ray
wavelength and θ is the scattering angle), taken at 285.4 eV Xray energy for P3HT/PFTBT polymer blend and P3HT-b-

PFTBT block copolymer thin ﬁlms annealed at 100 and 165
°C, respectively. The ﬁlm annealing conditions match the
optimum for the active layer of devices. Scattering data from
polymer blends show little structure. Scattering proﬁles from
P3HT-b-PFTBT block copolymer ﬁlms are distinct from
scattering data from polymer blends (Figure 2 and Figure S3
of the Supporting Information) or polymer/fullerene mixtures.10,42 A primary scattering peak at q* = 0.035 Å−1 and a
weak second-order peak at 2q* = 0.070 Å−1 are evident in data
from thin ﬁlms of block copolymers annealed at 165 °C. The
positions of the scattering peaks at q* and 2q* are a signature
of self-assembly into block copolymer lamellar microdomains43,44 with a domain spacing of approximately 18 nm.
The individual domain sizes are therefore roughly 9 nm,
comparable to the exciton diﬀusion length in organic
semiconductors (∼10 nm).45
RSOXS experiments in the transmission geometry exclusively
explore the in-plane ﬁlm structure and consequently demonstrate the presence of P3HT-b-PFTBT lamellae oriented
perpendicular to the substrate, as shown in the inset of Figure
2. Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS)
measurements shown in Figure S4 of the Supporting
Information similarly suggest in-plane microdomains with
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roughly 16 nm spacing (q* = 0.04 Å−1), in reasonable
agreement with the length scales extracted from RSOXS data.
Consequently, RSOXS and GISAXS data demonstrate a thinﬁlm lamellar morphology that not only establishes an
equilibrium microstructure amenable for exciton dissociation
but also provides pathways for electron and hole transport to
the corresponding electrodes. We note that the appearance of a
lamellar microstructure in P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlms only occurs at
165 °C and not 100 °C (see Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information), and device eﬃciencies exhibit a roughly 2-fold
increase when ﬁlms are annealed at 165 °C versus 100 °C
(Table 1). Thus, we attribute the signiﬁcant improvement in
photovoltaic device performance to the self-assembly of block
copolymers into well-deﬁned mesostructures in the active layer.
We examined the molecular order in block copolymer thin
ﬁlms using conventional X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) and grazingincidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). Measurements were performed on P3HT-b-PFTBT ﬁlms deposited on
top of PEDOT:PSS-coated Si substrates and processed in an
analogous manner to optimized devices (165 °C annealing for
10 min). XRD results show that PFTBT is amorphous while
P3HT forms crystalline structures in both blend and block
copolymer ﬁlms with the same (100) spacing as that in pristine
P3HT ﬁlms (Figure 3a). Complementary 2D GIWAXS
measurements provide the preferred orientation of these
crystallites through analysis of both the in-plane (along qy)
and out-of-plane (along qz) scattering data. As shown in Figure
3b, the (100), (200), and (300) reﬂections of P3HT (q ∼ 0.4,
0.8, and 1.2 Å−1, respectively), corresponding to spacing
between the polymer backbone through the alkyl side-chains,
are strongly in-plane with the substrate (along qy). The (010)
peak (q ∼ 1.65 Å−1), which corresponds to π−π stacking
between chains, is only evident in the out-of-plane direction
(along qz). This indicates that P3HT assumes a predominantly
face-on orientation with π-stacking primarily out-of-plane with
the substrate. Face-on P3HT crystallites likely enhance the hole
extraction eﬃcacy because the fast charge transport direction is
along the π−π stacking direction.46 The orientation of P3HT
crystals in P3HT-b-PFTBT block copolymer ﬁlms diﬀers
qualitatively from previously reported studies on P3HT
crystallization in homopolymers,47 polymer/fullerene mixtures,48,49 or polymer/polymer blends50 where edge-on
orientations are strongly preferred. To ﬁrst order, there is no
reason for the lamellar block copolymer morphology to
constrain the P3HT block into either a face-on or edge-on
orientation. Instead, we hypothesize that interactions between
PFTBT and the substrate lead to preferred face-on orientations
for the PFTBT block at the substrate interface. Consequently,
the connectivity between blocks nucleates crystals with face-on
orientations within the P3HT domains.
The combination of our device results and structural
characterization on multiple length scales demonstrates the
unique strengths of block copolymer architectures for eﬃcient
organic photovoltaics. In addition to controlling the mesoscale
structure, conjugated block copolymers provide control of the
donor−acceptor interface and of crystallite orientations.
Covalent bonding across the donor−acceptor interface has
the potential to control charge separation and charge
recombination rates,51,52 opening the possibility of achieving
the near unit eﬃciencies for charge separation from charge
transfer states observed in photosynthetic systems.53 In our
studies, the device performance increases when the active layer
is composed of block copolymers instead of polymer blends

Figure 3. Molecular organization in P3HT-b-PFTBT thin ﬁlms. (a) Xray diﬀraction (XRD) patterns of neat P3HT, neat PFTBT, P3HT/
PFTBT blend, and P3HT-b-PFTBT block copolymer ﬁlms annealed
at 165 °C. (b) Two-dimensional GIWAXS pattern for thin ﬁlms of
P3HT-b-PFTBT annealed at optimized conditions (165 °C) for device
performance. The (100), (200), and (300) diﬀraction peaks of
regioregular P3HT are strongly biased in the in-plane direction (qy)
and the (010) peak is apparent in the out-of-plane direction (qz),
suggesting face-on crystallites.

even when the morphology is roughly invariant between the
two systems; for example, after annealing at 100 °C the device
eﬃciencies improve by 50% when block copolymers are used as
active layers even though the RSOXS data and mesoscale
structures are similar for block copolymer and blend ﬁlms
(Table 1 and Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). A
possible explanation for the diﬀerence in the device performance between blend and block copolymer devices is that the
connectivity between blocks provides donor/acceptor interfaces within length scales of the order of chain dimensions (ca.
10 nm) and consequently promotes charge separation. The size
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anhydrous chloroform (≥ 99%, amylenes as stabilizer, SigmaAldrich) and stirred at 95 °C for about 20−22 h in a tightly
sealed container prior to casting in a N2 glovebox. The active
layers of P3HT/PFTBT and P3HT-b-PFTBT devices were cast
onto PEDOT:PSS layers from prepared hot solutions (95 °C)
at various spin speeds for 1 min to maintain thicknesses around
60−70 nm. The ﬁlm thicknesses were determined on a
TENCOR P-10 surface proﬁler. Samples were then transferred
immediately onto a calibrated digital hot plate at 100 or 165 °C
and dried for 5 min. The devices were completed by vacuum
thermal evaporation of 75 nm aluminum at 10−6 Torr on top of
the active layer through a shadow mask. The device area is 16.2
mm2. Integrated solar cells were further annealed at 100 or 165
°C for various annealing times.
Photovoltaic measurements were performed in a N 2
atmosphere under simulated AM 1.5G illumination (97 mW/
cm2) from a xenon lamp solar simulator (Newport Model
SP92250A-1000). The illumination intensity was calibrated
using an optical power meter and NREL certiﬁed Si reference
photocell (Newport). A Keithley 2636A Sourcemeter was used
to measure the current−voltage characteristics of solar cells.
External quantum eﬃciencies (EQE) were measured in air. The
photocurrents as a function of wavelength were recorded by a
multifunction optical power meter (Model 70310) using 300 W
xenon lamp and Cornerstone monochromator (Newport
Model 74100) illumination. The absorption spectra of ﬁlms
were measured using an ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared
spectrophotometer (Beckman DU Series 500).
Samples for RSOXS, XRD, GISAXS, and GIWAXS measurements were prepared on PEDOT:PSS/Si substrates in the same
manner as for device fabrication. For RSOXS experiments, ascast ﬁlms were ﬂoated-oﬀ in deionized water and picked up
with 5 mm × 5 mm silicon frames supporting a 1 mm × 1 mm,
100 nm thick Si3N4 window. Samples were then dried for 24 h
at room temperature under vacuum and subsequently annealed
on a hot plate in the N2 glovebox. RSOXS measurements were
carried out at beamline 11.0.1.2 at the Advanced Light Source,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.65 Scattering was
performed in the transmission geometry in vacuum at the
carbon absorption edge X-ray energies (285.4 eV) with linearly
polarized X-rays. Data were corrected for dark currents and
azimuthally integrated.
XRD experiments were conducted at the Materials
Characterization Lab of the Pennsylvania State University on
a Rigaku DMAX Rapid Microdiﬀractometer. The X-ray
wavelength, λ, was 1.54 Å. Rocking curves were obtained by
rocking the sample (±0.5°) around the Bragg angle and images
were collected with a curved image plate detector. Data were
azimuthally integrated. GISAXS and GIWAXS measurements
were carried out at Beamline 8-ID-E of the Advanced Photon
Source, Argonne National Laboratory (λ = 1.6868 Å).66
Scattering data were acquired at an incident angle of 0.2°.
Data were corrected for X-ray polarization, detector sensitivity,
and geometrical solid-angle.

of domains, however, in P3HT/PFTBT blends at optimum
conditions is near 10−20 nm, as evident from the inﬂection
point in the scattering data from blends shown in Figure 2 or
RSOXS data in ref 54. Another possible explanation, changes in
charge extraction eﬃcacy, is ruled out given that the current at
reverse bias scales with the short-circuit current in Figure 1b.42
Thus, we hypothesize that conjugation across the donor−
acceptor interface is responsible for enhancing device performance in block copolymer devices even when the microstructure
of the active layer is similar to blends, suggesting that covalent
control of donor−acceptor interfaces is a route for controlling
interfacial molecular order, exciton dissociation and charge
recombination to enhance excitonic solar cell performance.
Establishing exceptional performance in P3HT-b-PFTBT
solar cells provides a clear pathway for enhancing eﬃciencies in
fully conjugated block copolymers devices. The choice of
P3HT and PFTBT as constituent blocks is motivated by
previous work on optimizing polymer blends composed of
P3HT and PFTBT derivatives for the active layer of solar
cells.25,55−58 As a consequence, combinations of polymer blocks
with complementary absorbance could lead to signiﬁcant
enhancements in short-circuit currents beyond P3HT-bPFTBT because the absorption spectra of P3HT and PFTBT
overlap signiﬁcantly (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
Broad-band light absorption can be achieved in combination
with open-circuit voltages beyond 1 V with careful design of the
HOMO/LUMO levels of the constituent blocks, as demonstrated with P3HT-b-PFTBT. Previous work has also
demonstrated the presence of exciplex or bound charge transfer
states at polymer−polymer interfaces that are unlikely to
contribute to the photocurrent at room temperature.59−61
These strongly bound states are localized, in many cases
intermolecularly to the benzothiadiazole group in the acceptor
polymer.62,63 Nevertheless, recent photophysical studies of
conjugated donor−acceptor molecules have shown that the
presence of localized charge transfer states and consequently
the degree of recombination depend strongly on the linking
chemistry.64 As such, fully conjugated block copolymers
provide a path to achieve unprecedented combinations of
light absorption, high photovoltages, and control of electronic
coupling at donor−acceptor interfaces in single-component
active layers of organic solar cells.
Materials and Methods. Regioregular P3HT (96% H-T
regioregular, Mn = 26 kg/mol, polydispersity = 2.0) was
purchased from Merck. All other reagents and solvents were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. P3HT-bPFTBT block copolymers were synthesized using a procedure
similar to that previously described23 and the synthesis is brieﬂy
discussed in the Supporting Information (Section 4, Synthesis
of Block Copolymers).
Photovoltaic devices were prepared with the conventional
architecture of ITO/PEDOT/:PSS (65 nm)/active layer (60−
70 nm)/Al (75 nm). ITO-coated glass substrates (20 ohm/sq,
Xin Yan Technology, Hong Kong) were cleaned by soap,
followed by 20 min of sonication in acetone, then isopropanol,
and ﬁnally 15 min of ultraviolet light ozonation. Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate), PEDOT:PSS
(Clevios P, Heraeus), was spin-coated on top of ITO at 4000
rpm for 2 min yielding a thickness of about 65 nm. The
PEDOT:PSS/ITO substrates were dried for 10 min at 165 °C
in air and then transferred to a nitrogen-ﬁlled glovebox.
Solutions of P3HT/PFTBT mixtures (15 mg/mL, weight ratio
1:2) and P3HT-b-PFTBT (5 mg/mL) were made with
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